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Breaking infrastructu re constraints
by accelerating project execution
Project execution management can dramatically increase profits and
accelerate ca'sh flow for all participants in the infrastructure supply chain.

Sanjeev Gupta, Realization Technologies

The rising worldwide demand for oil and gas and resultant
higher energy prices have intensified the search for new oil and
gas reservoirs over the past few years. This has greatly boosted
demand for infrastructure such as drilling rigs, production
platforms, FPSOs, crane vessels, pipe layers and support ves-
sels. Backlogs are at record leveis, and deiivery lead times keep
setrins lonserb'--"^b ^""b"'

Oil industry revenues today are constrained not by poor
demand or low prices, but by lack of infrastructure to capi-
talize on the increasing demand and high prices. Rig opera-
tors as well as builders are lookine for solutions that will let
them accelerate deliveries of newb-uilds and other infrastruc-
ture items.

However, adding design, fabrication, assembling and com-
missioning capaciry itself can take months, if not years, and
the required capital investments carry risk because of the vol-
atile political environment. A better solution may lie in more
effective execution of projecrs.

PROJECT EXECUTION MANAGEMENT
It can often :ake 12-15 months to design a first-in-class

rigandl9-24 months to build a jackup. The business benefits
of cutting such projects by 6 months or more can be substan-
tial. Not only would it accelerate the rigt availabiliry to the
operators, but it would also free up manufacturing capaciry
earlier to start the next project. By improving their execution,
equipment manufacturers with severe backlogs have a signifi-
cant opportuniry to enhance their bottom line.

Project execution management has been adopted by engi-
neering organizations and project manufacturers around the
world to shorten delivery times by 20-30o/o and increase pro-
ductiviry by I5-20o/o. -i7hile not a panacea, it can dramaticaliy
increase profits and accelerate cash flow for all participanrs in
the infrastructure supply chain.

Execution management's goal is to keep projects flow-
ing-synchronizing parallel activities in a project, allowing
resources to be concentrated on the right projects at the right
time and providing early warning signals so that emerging is-
sues are resolved before they threaten project completion, not
after the fact.

UNCERTAINTIES CREATE CHALLENGES

MANAGEMENT

one faciliry sent to another for fabrication and, then, senr ro
yet another location. Most of the time, the various facilities
are not synchronized with each other. Each is operating to the
pulse of its own pressures and delivery requirements.

Parts must be ordered to create the new order's subassem-
bly, yet there are always parts shortages, and some parts have
long lead times. Adjustments ("work-arounds") must be made
when vendors don't deliver as planned. Cusromer approvals
needed at various completion points may add to the delays,
forcing fabrication or design to wait. Customer specifications
may change during execution, and technical problems are
often found. Theso uncertainties resulr in delays, disrupting
original schedules.

In addition, groups working on the same project com-
pete for limited resources-engineers, fabricators, assemblers,
barges and trucks to transporr, mechanics, facilities, tools and
equipment. Components for the subassembly may come from
outsourcers. Since they support multiple customers, there is

tremendous competition for their capacitl'. All too often, only
"the squeakiest wheel gets the grease."

As uncertainties strike during execurion, plans go awry. Pri-
orities become unclear. Everv successive ooeration inherits the
delays, passing them along with their o*n d.l"y, to the next
group. Resources are constantly pulled from one project to fix
other projects' problems. The result is not surprising. Delays
and other problems break out all over, and the total time taken
is much more than needed for the real work content.

MANAGING UNCERTAINTIES
Standard management practices and methods worsen the

impact of uncertainties.

"Start ASAP" causes late completion. Experienced man-
agers intuitively know the devastating effects of uncertainties
and competition for resources. Managers facing tight dead-
lines feel tremendous pressure to start new projecrs or work
packets within projects as soon as possible. Once a projecr ar-
rives, there is pressure to get it going right away.

This "start ASAP" mode fosters much work, dramatically
increasing competition for limited resources. Engineers, fab-
ricators, assemblers, installers and other resources get spread
thin, moved from one task to another without completing the

The supply chains for designing, fabricating, assembling current task. The resultant multitasking has a devastating im-
and commissioning rigs and specialized machinery are com- pact on schedules and productiviry. Thsks simply take much
plex, riddled with uncertainties. Many different rypes of longer than they should.
subassemblies are required, on which many diffbrent groups "Start ASAP" also creates multitasking between currenr
must work, often in different locations. Steel might be cut in backlogs and new sales. The sales department wants to bring
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MANAGEMENT

in new orders, while operations managers, in order to keep

their workforce active, call on engineering to "get us work,
any work." Thus, engineering becomes caught between the
rock of supporting new sales and the hard place of creating
projects for the upstream workforce, just to keep them busy.

Delays worsen, creating even more pressure to start ASAP.

This vicious cycle results in an operation where there is too
much \7ork In Progress (\KtIP), constant fire-fighting and
frustration. Despite hard work, expediting and overtime, proj-
ects run late, cycle times are long, productiviry is low and costs

remain hieh.
Yet, thi heavier the workload and the more urgent the

pro.jects, the higher the tendency to start work ASAB and the
worse the situation becomes.

Poor measurements delay execution. To gain controi,
managers insert hard dates (artificial miiestones) in the sched-

ule and hold people accountable for not meeting those due
dates. Yet, setting hard dates in an uncertain environment
only makes people add "buffers" in their estimates. Frowned
upon, these buffers are "hidden" and vigorously justified if
questioned. Unfortunately, these buffers get wasted in execu-

rion as "Parkinson's Law" (putting off work until it becomes

urgent or continuing to polish already finished work) sets in.
\fork rarely finishes early.

But thatt not all. Tiaditional measurements also encour-
age the execution of easy tasks that do not lie on the critical
path, rather than the ones that are critical but difficult. It's
human nature. If you have five tasks to do and No. 3 is the
easiest, which one will you do first? Over and over, people
are "encouraged" to open and work on new tasks instead of
solving problems on their current ones. As these open tasks

begin to pile up, managerial and problem-solving bottlenecks
begin to form and bog down the entire project. In project ex-
ecution, this tendency to work on the easiest tasks also leads

to qualiry problems, by tempting project participants to do
tasks out ofsequence.

Lack of task priorities turns rnanagers into firefight-
ors, Organizations have invested much time and money
implementing detailed planning and tracking systems to give
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Fig. 1. Since a project pipeline can only carry out as many
tasks as it can get through its weakest constraint, releasing
more work than the constraint can handle only results in work
piling up in front of the constraint.

them "visibiliry." Unfortunately, these systems only provide
after-the-fact reports; they do little to improve the pace and
oroductiviw of execution.- 

To avoid multitasking, what frontline supervisors really
need are clear, task-level priorities, within and across projects.
These priorities should be stable and undisputable. Moreover,
they should also highlight the tasks that are highly urgent, so

that managers can focus their attention and take extraordinary
actions where needed.

Similarly, project managers and senior managers need early
warning signals at the project level. They should be able to
spot problems that threaten project completion, ahead of time
and not after the fact.

SHOULD WE ACCEPT THE STATUS OUO?
The bottom line is that standard management practices

and methods reinforce the impact of uncertainties, causing
much waste. tJ7hat oil producers and oil equipment man-
ufacturers want, especially with an increase in drilling op-
portunities on the horizon and an inability to hire qualified
people quickly enough, is to eliminate all this wasted time
and capacity. They want to deliver their current backlog of
orders and expose capaciry for additional business.

The question is, "tW4rat are the new management practices
and methods we need to avoid this waste?"

NEW RULES TO SYNCHRONIZE EXECUTION
The new rules run counter to standard methods but make

good sense.

Stagger proiects based on most limited resources.
WIP in the system is carefully regulated based on how much
work the bottleneck resources can handle. An analogy is the
metering lights that control the release of cars into a crowd-
ec rreeway.

\fhen projects are metered in this way, resources throughout
the supply chain can concentrate without multitasking. -il/orks

flows smoothly, problems are found and resolved quickly, and
parts arrive for assembly in a synchronized fashion.

Not starting new projects ASAP also gives organizations
the time to do necessary preparations ahead of execution, Fig.
1. As they say, "\7e11 begun is half done."

Dont turn local task estimates into commitments.
tVhen people know that estimates will not be turned into
commitments, they rypically give tighter estimates. Howevet
these tight estimates are not used to promise due dates to the
customer. Instead, the due date is protected by a "time buffer"
at the end of the project that will absorb all delays that will
occur due to uncertainties. These buffers are more efficient
not only because they are visible, but aiso because they are ag-

gregated; some tasks will use the buffers and others will not.
Instead of each department working to its own local date,

they all work toward the only date th21 m211s15-the customer
)^1i,,---, l^,- Ei^ )uLrr vrr/ u4rL' r rIi. z.

Monitor buffer consumption to prioritize tasks. Re-

sources should be assigned to tasks in a systematic fashion
without multitasking them or spreading them thin. Tasks

that consume their buffer the most often will then be given
the highest priority. Engineers and crews work on only one
task at a time and are given the next task based on the prior-
ity order, only after the current task is completed. Pianners
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Fig. 2. Hidden safeties should be replaced with explicit buffers
either at the end of the project or just before integration
points for individual tasks. These latter buffers will act as
shock absorbers, protecting the project against any single task
running too late.

and expeditors are also focused and not spread thin. They
follow the same set of priorities to ensure that their tasks are

fully ready before execution.
Since the entire orsanization works toward the same set of

priorities, synchronizition improves, work flor.vs much more
quickly than before and productivity increases. Consumption
of buffers also provides eafly warning signals to managers so

they can react before problems rvorsen, Fig. 3.
As a result of employing the above three rules, a drilling

manufacturer is finally able to leverage exposed capacity to
increase the rate of deliveled programs, keeping the supply
chain for both design and material synchronized to the yard.
Empahsis shifts to days instead of man-hour consumption.

Importantly, to make all this happen, key management
policies as well as style may need to change. By going from
a "holv to fight fires" to a "how to manage" scenario, the
organization can keep the noise from both downstream and
upstream work centers down rvhile building product faster.

INSTITUTIONALIZING THE NEW RULES
Putting the new rules in place and sustaining them reqr-rires

implementation of a complete execution management system,
which is comorised of:

Operational goals and measurements to achieve business
goals. Operational goals include targets for cycle time reduc-
tion and improvements in throughput and due-date perfor-
mance plus measurements that promote execution according
to synchronized priorities and early warning signals.

Management policies and processes to enforce the nerv
rules, as rvell as to translate these rules into decisions and ac-
tions readily understood by all.

Execution-oriented project plans with enough detail to
provide good execution priolities, but not so detailed that
control becomes difficulr.

Enabling software that helps managers prioritize and me-
ter the release of new projects, put buffers in the right place,
and that synchronize day-to-day priorities and alert managers
to potential problems.

WHAT ARE THE RESULTS?
Drilling rig manufacturers are reporting that project execu-

tion management provides increased revenue opportunities.

Fig. 3. Highest priority should be given to the tasks that have
the smallest buffers ahead of them. Recoverv actions should
be initiated if the remainino buffers fall below a certain
th reshold.

For instance, one organization completed the design engineer-
ing of a first-class rig in 35o/o less time, going from a previous
l5-month engineering time to just 9 months, picking up 6
months of exrla caoaciw.

In product ..rgi.r..tit-rg, a hull structure design was com-
pleted in 44o/o less time, dropping from 9 months to 5

months. Why? Hull construction is no longer impeded by
engineering. Event schedules are determined by capaciry in
the yard and buffer signals, not subjective due dates. Per-
haps just as importantly, such a process removes the conflict
in scheduling berween sister locations, letting each locality
make good resollrce decisions based on its capacity and over-
all synchronization.

It's not ji,rst engineers and manufacturers in the oil indus-
try that are benefiting from this new approach. Organiza-
tions in sectors as varied as high-tech product development,
construction, ailclaft rnaintenance and repair, steel mill
maintenance and repair, and even satellite design and con-
struction have reported impressive gains in project speed and
throughput. L-r fact, the US Air Force \Tarner Robins Air
Logistics Center won the prestigious 2006 Franz Edelman
award for saving $2.37 billion in aircraft replacement cosrs

by accelerating the maintenance and repair of C-77 aircraft
using this new approach.

Results such as these indicate how important it is for drill-
ing rig and platform manufacturers to make project execution
management part of their bottom-line solution. WO
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Realization brings the power of Real-Time Scheduling to projects so 
that projects can be completed faster and more efficiently. Our more 
than 350 customers include organizations like ABB, BHP Billiton,  
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, L&T, Medtronic, Siemens, the U.S. Air 
Force and the US Navy. Collectively, they have realized more than  
$6 billion in additional cash and profits by managing their projects and 
resources with Real-Time Scheduling.

Traditional project/portfolio management is like driving with paper 
maps in the old days. Plans look good when they are created but 
become irrelevant as soon as delays, changes and disruptions happen. 
Lacking good plans, projects go off track and resources get wasted.

Real-Time Scheduling is just like GPS for your projects. It automatically 
reschedules your projects as changes, delays and disruptions happen.  
It tells everyone in your organization what tasks should be done next, 
alerts managers to future bottlenecks, and provides reliable forecast of 
completion dates.

We don’t just provide you software. We also leverage over our experience 
in a wide range of projects from around the world to help you establish 
the best practices for planning and execution, so that you can realize 
the full potential of Real-Time Scheduling.

realization.com • info@realization.com • 1.408.271.5100




